This article contains the outline of a 3-hour course that will be given by the authors at the ECC 2003. The course consists of 4 parts: 1. The basic concepts, 2. Linear differential systems, 3. Control in a behavioral setting, and 4. The synthesis of dissipative systems.
Introduction
The purpose of this short course at the ECC 2003 is to outline the basics of a mathematical language for the modeling, analysis, and the synthesis of systems. The framework that we will present considers the behavior of a system as the main object of study. It treats a priori all the system variables on equal footing. This differs in an essential way from the input/output paradigm which has dominated the development of the field of systems and control in the 20-th century. This paradigm-shift calls for a reconsideration of many of the basic concepts, of the model classes, of the problem formulations, and of the algorithms in the field.
It is impossible to do justice to all these aspects in the span of a three-hour course. We will therefore concentrate on the following main themes:
1. The basic concepts and motivation of the mathematical framework used.
2. A discussion of linear differential systems.
3. The formulation of control as interconnection.
Quadratic differential forms and the synthesis of dissipative systems.
It is not the purpose to develop mathematical ideas for their own sake. To the contrary, we will downplay mathematical issues of a technical nature. The main aim is to convince that the behavioral framework is a cogent systems-theoretic setting that § . With these definitions, we aim principally at 'open' systems, that is, systems that interact with their environment. It has been customary to deal with such systems by viewing them as input/output systems, and by assuming that the input is imposed by the environment. The input/output setting imposes an unnecessary -and unphysicalsignal flow structure on systems in interaction with our environment. The input/output point of view has many virtues as a vehicle of studying physical systems, but as a starting point, it is simply inappropriate. First principles laws in physics always state that some events can happen (those satisfying the model equations) while others cannot happen (those violating the model equations). This is a far distance from specifying a system as being driven from the outside by free inputs which together with an initial state specifies the other variables, the outputs. The behavioral framework treats a model for what it is: an exclusion law.
In the basic equations describing systems, very often other variables appear in addition to those whose behavior the model aims at describing. The origin of these auxiliary variables varies from case to case. They may be state variables (as in automata and input/state/output systems); they may be potentials (as in the well-known expressions for the solutions of Maxwell's equations); most frequently, they are interconnection variables. It is important to incorporate these variables in our basic modeling language ab initio, and to distinguish clearly between the variables whose behavior the model aims at, and the auxiliary variables introduced in the modeling process. We call the former manifest variables, and the latter latent variables.
A mathematical model with latent variables is defined as a triple¨¤ 
. The notion of a system with latent variables is the natural end-point of a modeling process and hence a very natural starting point for the analysis and synthesis of systems. We shall see that latent variables enter also very forcefully in representation questions.
Situations in which models use latent variables either for mathematical reasons or in order to express the behavioral constraints abound: internal voltages and currents in electrical circuits, momenta in mechanics, chemical potentials, entropy and internal energy in thermodynamics, prices in economics, state variables, the wave function in quantum mechanics in order to explain observables, the basic probability space Ω in probability, etc.
In the first lecture, these concepts will be illustrated by means of concrete examples. Also general system properties, as linearity and time-invariance will be introduced.
The behavioral approach is discussed, including the mathematical technicalities, in the recent textbook [12] . The three part paper [19] provides the first detailed exposition of the behavior framework, although the roots go back earlier [18] . It has been further elaborated in [20] and in [21] . This latter reference contains a comprehensive overview. We also mention [15] for generalizations to C -D systems, and [11] where PDE's are viewed in this setting. Informal expositions of the behavioral approach can be found in [22, 24] .
As already mentioned, state variables emerge as latent variables par excellence. State and state construction problems are discussed in [13, 14] . A setting where the behavioral framework and latent variables coming from the interconnection constraints occur very naturally is modelling of interconnected systems by tearing and zooming. This application is discussed in [4, 5] .
Lecture 2: Linear differential systems
The 'ideology' that underlies the behavioral approach is the belief that in a model of a dynamical (physical) phenomenon, it is the behavior when the dynamics are linear, but also after linearization around an equilibrium point, when studying the 'small signal behavior'.
A linear time-invariant differential system is a dynamical system
a finite-dimensional (real) vector space, whose behavior consists of the solutions of a system of differential equations of the form
R n matrices of appropriate size that specify the system parameters, and w D
the vector of (real-valued) system variables. These systems call for polynomial matrix notation. It is convenient to denote the above system of differential equations as 
¤
. The number of rows of R, which represents the number of scalar differential equations, is arbitrary. In fact, when the row dimension of R is less than its column dimension, as is usually the case, R¨d dt w 0 is an under-determined system of differential equations which is typical for models in which the influence of the environment is taken into account.
In the linear time-invariant case with latent variables, this becomes There is a very extensive theory about these linear differential systems. It is a natural starting point for a theory of dynamical systems. Besides being a natural outcome of modeling (perhaps after linearization), it incorporates high order differential equations, the ubiquitous first order state systems and transfer function models, implicit (descriptor) systems, etc., as special cases. The study of these systems is therefore intimately connected with the study of polynomial matrices. In the second lecture, we will deal with some of the fundamental facts which emerges. For instance, , the number of rows of R (i.e., the number of scalar differential equations defining § ) is a small as possible. It is easy to prove that a linear differential system admits an input/output representation. This means that for every § 1 s X H
, there exists a permutation matrix Π and a partition Πw col¨u ¥ y such that for any u
, there exist a y
Π § form a linear finite dimensional variety, implying that such a y is uniquely determined by its derivatives at t 0. Thus in linear differential systems, the variables can always be partitioned into two groups. The first group act a free inputs, the second group a bound outputs: they are completely determined by the inputs and their initial conditions. In traditional systems theory, it is customary to view system interconnection as identifying inputs of one system with outputs of another system. Unfortunately, this is often precisely the opposite of what happens physically. For example, in fluidics, interconnection calls for identifying two pressures (often both inputs) and two flows (often both outputs), in mechanics, interconnection equates two positions (often both outputs), and puts the sum of two forces (often both inputs) equal to zero. If the field of systems and control wants to take modeling seriously, is should retrace the faux pas of taking input/output thinking as the basic framework, and cast models in the language of behaviors. It is only when considering the more detailed signal flow graph structure of a system that input/output thinking becomes useful. Signal flow graphs are useful building blocks for interpreting information processing systems, but physical systems simply need a different, a more flexible framework.
An important property in the analysis and synthesis of systems is controllability. Controllability refers to be ability of transferring a system from one mode of operation to another. By viewing the first mode of operation as undesired and the second one as desirable, the relevance to control and other areas of applications becomes clear. The concept of controllability has originally been introduced in the context of state space systems. A disadvantage of the classical notion of controllability as formulated above is that it refers to a particular representation of a system, notably to a state space representation. Thus a system may be uncontrollable either for the intrinsic reason that the control has insufficient influence on the system variables, or because the state has been chosen in an inefficient way. It is clearly not desirable to confuse these reasons. In the context of behavioral systems, a definition of controllability has been put forward that involves the manifest system variables directly.
Let n T for t l T . Thus controllability refers to the ability to switch from any one trajectory in the behavior to any other one, allowing some time-delay.
Two questions that occur are the following: What conditions on the parameters of a system representation imply controllability? Do controllable systems admit a particular representation in which controllability becomes apparent? For linear time-invariant differential systems, these questions are answered in the following theorem. Let Σ
be a linear time-invariant differential system. The following are equivalent: There exist various algorithms for verifying controllability of a system starting from the coefficients of the polynomial matrix R in a kernel (or a latent variable) representation of Σ. The basic idea is to compute syzygies associated with R. These are standard elements in computer algebra packages. We will however not enter into these algorithmic aspects.
A point of the above theorem that is worth emphasizing is that, as stated in the above theorem, controllable systems admit a representation as the manifest behavior of the latent variable system of the special form It follows from the elimination theorem that every system in image representation can be brought in kernel representation. But not every system in kernel representation can be brought in image representation: it are precisely the controllable ones for which this is possible. The controllability question has been pursued for many other classes of systems. In particular (more difficult to prove) generalizations have been derived for differentialdelay [16, 8] , for nonlinear systems, and for PDE's [11] .
The notion of observability is always introduced hand in hand with controllability. In the context of the input/state/output system
, it refers to the possibility of deducing, using the laws of the system, the state from observation of the input and the output. The definition that is used in the behavioral context is more general in that the variables that are observed and the variables that need to be deduced are kept general.
In observability, we ask the question: Can the trajectory w 1 be deduced from the trajectory
be a dynamical system, and assume that ¤ is a product space:
Observability thus refers to the possibility of deducing the w 1 from observation of w 2 and from the laws of the system ( § is assumed to be known).
The theory of observability runs parallel to that of controllability. We mention only the result that for linear time-invariant differential systems, w 1 is observable from w 2 if and only if there exists a set of differential equations satisfied by the behavior of the system (i.e., a set of consequences) of the following form, that puts observability into evidence:
This condition is again readily turned into a standard problem in computer algebra.
We call a latent variable system observable if the latent variables are observable from the manifest ones. It can be shown that a controllable linear differential system always admits an observable image representation. This is only true for 1-D systems. For C -D linear differential systems, controllability still implies the existence of an image representation, but an observable one may not exist (for example in Maxwell's equations) [11] . Systems with an observable image representation have received much attention for nonlinear differential-algebraic systems, where they are referred to as flat systems [7] .
In the second lecture of the short course, we will also review this behavioral theory of controllability and observability.
Lecture 3: Control as interconnection
The behavioral point of view has received broad acceptance as an approach for modeling dynamical systems. It is generally agreed upon that when modeling a dynamic component it makes no sense to prejudice oneself (as one would be forced to do in a transfer function setting) as to which variables should be viewed as inputs and which variables should be viewed as outputs. This is not to say, by any means, that there are no situations where the input/output structure is natural. Quite to the contrary. In fact, whenever logic devices are involved, in information processing, the input/output structure is often a must.
The behavioral approach has, until now, met with much less acceptance in the context of control. We can offer a number of explanations for this fact. Firstly, there is something very natural in viewing control variables as inputs and measured variables as outputs. Control then becomes decision making on the basis of observations. When subsequently a controller is regarded as a feedback processor, one ends up with the feeling that the input/output structure is in fact an essential feature of control. Secondly, as mentioned, it is possible to prove that every linear time-invariant system admits a component-wise input/output representation. This leaves the mistaken impression that the input/output framework can be adopted without second thoughts, that nothing is lost by taking it as a universal starting point. Present-day control theory centers around the signal flow graph shown in figure  1 . The plant has four terminals (supporting variables which will typically be vectorvalued). There are two input terminals, one for the control, one for the other exogenous variables (disturbances, set-points, reference signals, tracking inputs, etc.) and there are two output terminals, one for the measurements, and one for the to-be-controlled variables. By using feed-through terms in the plant equations this configuration accommodates, by incorporating these variables in the measurements, for the possible availability to the controller of set-point settings, reference signals, or disturbance measurements for feed-forward control, and, by incorporating the control input in the tobe-controlled outputs, for penalizing excessive control action. The control inputs are generated by means of actuators and the measurements are made available through sensors. Usually, the dynamics of the actuators and of the sensors are considered to be part of the plant. We call this structure intelligent control. In intelligent control, the controller is thought of as a micro-processor type device which is driven by the sensor outputs and which produces the actuator inputs through an algorithm involving a combination of feedback, identification, and adaptation. Also, often loops expressing model uncertainty are incorporated in the above as well. Of course, many variations, refinements, and special cases of this structure are of interest, but the basic idea is that of supervisor reacting in an intelligent way to observed events and measured signals.
The paradigm embodied in figure 1 has been universally prevalent ever since the beginning of the subject, from the usual interpretation of the Watt regulator, Black's feedback amplifier, and Wiener's cybernetics, to the ideas underlying modern adaptive and robust control. It is indeed a deep and very appealing paradigm, which will undoubtedly gain in relevance and impact as logic devices become ever more prevalent, However, as one can conclude from analyzing simple passive controllers (as shock absorbers, heat fins, pressure control valves, etc.), notwithstanding all its merits, the intelligent control paradigm of figure 1 gives an unnecessarily restrictive view of control theory. In many practical control problems, the signal-flow-graph interpretation of figure 1 is untenable. Many, if not most, practical controllers do not act as sensoroutput-to-actuator-input devices. The solution which we propose to this dilemma is the following. We will keep the distinction between plant and controller with the understanding that this distinction is justified only from an evolutionary point of view, in the sense that it becomes evident only after we comprehend the genesis of the controlled system, after we understand the way in which the closed loop system has come into existence as a purposeful system. However, we will abandon the intelligent control signal flow graph as a paradigm for control. We will abandon the distinction between control inputs and measured outputs. Instead, we will view interconnection of a controller to a plant as the central paradigm in control theory. However, we by no means claim that the intelligent control paradigm is without merits. To the contrary, it is extremely useful and important. Claiming that the input/output framework is not always the suitable framework to approach a problem does not mean that one claims that it is never the suitable framework. However, a good universal framework for control should be able to deal both with interconnection, with designing subsystems, and with intelligent control. The behavioral framework does, the intelligent control framework does not.
In order to illustrate the nature of control that we would like to transmit, consider the system configuration depicted in figure 2. In the top part of the figure, there are two systems, shown as black-boxes with terminals. It is through their terminals that systems interact with their environment. The black-box imposes relations on the variables that 'live' on its terminals. These relations are formalized by the behavior of the system in the black-box. The system to the left in figure 2 is called the plant, the one to the right the controller. The terminals of the plant consist of to-be-controlled variables w, and control variables c. The controller has only terminals with the control variables c. In the bottom part of the figure, the control terminals of the plant and of the controller are connected. Before interconnection, the variables w and c of the plant have to satisfy the laws imposed by the plant behavior. But, after interconnection, the variables c also have to satisfy the laws imposed by the controller. Thus, after interconnection, the restrictions imposed on the variables c by the controller will be transmitted to the variables w. Choosing the black-box to the right so that the variables w have a desirable behavior in the interconnected black-box is, in our view, the basic problem of control.
This leads to the following mathematical formulation. The plant and the controller are both dynamical systems, given by The manifest system obtained by Σ f ull is the controlled system and is hence defined as
there exists c :
The notion of a controller put forward by the above view considers interconnection as the basic idea of control. The special controllers that consist of sensor-outputs to actuator-inputs signal processors emerge as (very important) special cases. We think of these as controllers as feedback, or intelligent, controllers. However, our view of control as the design of suitable subsystems greatly enhances the applicability of control, since it views control as integrated subsystem design.
A question that arises in this context is the following. Assume that Σ plant is given. What systems Σ controlled can be obtained by suitably choosing Σ controller ? This question can be answered very explicitly, at least for linear time-invariant differential systems. Assume that the plant is given by c . Let
, and assume that § The problem of control can therefore be reduced to finding such a behavior. Of course, the issue of how to construct Σ controller (for example, as a signal processor from the sensor outputs to the actuator inputs) must be addressed as well, but this can be done. This leads to the important issue of regular controllers, which will not be discussed here. The behavioral theory of control has been introduced in [23] and is further elaborated in [1, 2] , and, for filtering, in [17] . In the fourth lecture this approach is used for the design of { ∞ -controllers, where we also discuss the implementability of behavioral controllers as feedback controllers.
We believe that the point of view of control that emerges from this, as designing a subsystem (with feedback control as a special case) greatly enhances the scope and applicability of control as a discipline. In this setting, control comes down to subsystem design. The third lecture of the short course will highlight this view of control.
Lecture 4: Synthesis of dissipative systems
The subject of the fourth lecture is shaping the behavior of a linear system by attaching a controller to it. Conditions are derived that make it possible to render the system dissipative, for example, contractive, or passive. This problem is basically what is usually called the { ∞ -problem. We show that it can be reformulated in an elegant way as that of finding a behavior that is wedged in between two given behaviors and makes a quadratic differential form non-negative. As discussed in the third lecture, the 'upper bound' results from the fact that the controlled behavior must be physically realizable, and hence included in the (unconstrained) plant behavior. The 'lower bound' expresses in a subtle way the restriction that the controlled behavior must be implementable by a controller that acts through the control variables only.
The conditions for solvability use the theory of dissipative systems and their associated storage functions. The surprising aspect of the main result is a coupling condition among certain storage functions, more than reminiscent of the clever coupling condition between the solutions of algebraic Riccati equations that first appeared in the classic paper [6] . Our solvability conditions also require the dissipativeness of the hidden behavior and of a suitable orthogonal complement of the plant behavior. These conditions feature prominently also in [9, 10] .
We will cast the development completely in the language of behaviors and the associated quadratic differential forms. This not only allows a clean problem statement, but it results in a formulation that is representation-free and flexible in the algorithms that can be used for verifying the existence and the specification of the controller.
We use the abbreviation QDF for 'quadratic differential form'. Quadratic forms play an important role in linear system theory: as performance criteria, as Lyapunov functions, etc. In the context of behavioral differential systems, quadratic functionals are most naturally formulated as QDF's. These notions are key elements in the behavioral approach to control. They are now briefly introduced. We only consider the elements that are needed in the formulation and solution of the problem that we discuss in this lecture.
The 
We now explain informally the interpretation of these conditions. The first condition has been explained in lecture 3. The inclusion # signifies that the controlled behavior is physically possible: the controller merely restricts the plant behavior. We view this as realizability. The inclusion f is more subtle. It means that the controlled behavior is implementable by a controller that acts through the control variables only.
That the controlled behavior must be Σ-dissipative is the basic control design specification. As is well-known, by suitably choosing Σ, it implies disturbance attenuation, or passivation. The fact that Σ-dissipativity is required to hold on , implies stability of the controlled behavior. The liveness requirement states that σ v Σ components of v must remain free in the controlled behavior. It expresses that the controlled system must still be able to accept free exogenous inputs: the controlled behavior is not allowed to restrict the exogenous inputs directly, it only serves to shape the influence of the exogenous inputs on the endogenous outputs. It is easy to prove that the liveness condition is equivalent to the requirement that in the controlled behavior there are as many free variables as possible. ). Intuitively, therefore, a system globally dissipates supply along any trajectory on the whole of if and only if this dissipation can be brought into evidence through a storage function whose rate of increase does not exceed, point-wise in time, the rate of supply delivered to the system. We also need the orthogonal complement of a controllable behavior, with orthogonality viewed with respect to a bilinear differential form induced by a constant matrix. Σ . This condition is analogous to (but a representation-free generalization of) the remarkable condition coupling solutions of algebraic Riccati equations that first appeared in the instant-classic paper [6] .
In the fourth lecture of the course, we will present this result. Details may be found in [25, 3] .
